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Summer going full swing, no time for shy 
Business blooming, must catch their eye

A buzz in the air, wind in your sails 
Ride that momentum, blaze some trails

Stand up. Stand out. New branding adorned 
Your business: A sunflower, majestic and tall

Summer chic is dashing. Cool and connected 
Attract new business, click and collected

Don’t just tell your brand story. Shout it aloud 
Deliver it in style. Let your values stand proud

The Summer Ball has arrived! And you’re invited 
Dress code: Sensational. Customers: Delighted
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WONDERFUL WEBSITES
It’s a little shallow, we know. But looks 
matter. Website visitors only need 50 
milliseconds (that’s just 0.05 seconds) to 
form an opinion on your website. If they 
don’t get the right vibes in those split 
seconds, they’ll be jumping ship, sharpish.

We can’t only get hung up on 
good looks though. That’s just 
the beginning. Just like all good 
marketing, it’s about how something 
makes you feel. Well, not you. Your 
customers. What is your website 
saying about you behind your back? 
How many leads are you leaking?

We expect pages to load quickly and 
work well on different screen sizes. 
To be able to easily find what we 
came for. To simply do the things 
we want to do. All this while dishing 
up engaging custom content, a 
seamless shopping experience, or 
effortless online booking.

Get a free instant web quote in 3 easy steps at  
www.nettl.com/us/webquote 3



BEAUTIFUL BRANDING



Some people think a “brand” is just a logo.  
Got a logo? That’s my branding done. Tick.  
That was easy! 
But it’s much more than that. 

People make a judgement about the quality of your 
business, based on the feel of your brand. Everything. 
The overall experience. 

If your logo is dated, website jaded, or your marketing 
home-maded, then customers will subconsciously 
judge you. Now is the time to supercharge your 
refresh. Become memorable. Make your style 
irresistible. Then communicate your brand values 
consistently, across every touchpoint.  

Let us help. Branding is our business. Let’s start 
building the next chapter of your brand story.

Build on brand consistency 
for authenticity and trust.

Talk to us about creating 
bespoke brand guidelines 
for your business.

Get in touch to book a meeting, or arrange 
a call back at  nettl.com

BEAUTIFUL BRANDING
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DAPPER 
OUTDOORS

A

A  GAZEBOS  frame + printed canopy from $1189  FDSGZ?

B  DECKCHAIRS  frame + graphic $173  FDSWAIFC

C  WINDOW POSTERS  from $27 each  FPS1100L

B



FABULOUS FLAGS

 TEARDROP   
Standing f lag in a 
range of 4 sizes 
from $138  FDFQ? 

Optional base from $60

APOSTROPHE  
Backpack f lag 
$175  FDBFH0

FESTIVAL   
Hand-held f lag 
from $98 
FDFWEMF

Attract attention to your business 
or event with an array of fabulous 
f lags. Announce your location, 
advertize your products, or 
simply decorate the space 
around you.

  QUILL   
Standing f lag in a range 
of 4 sizes 
from $138  FDFF?   Optional base from $60

 EMPIRE

3.5m 
standing flag 
from $191 
FDFE350 

Base from $60

   FLUTTER   
2.5m straight 
standing f lag 
from $119 
FDFPROF

 Optional water 
base $60
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DOOR HANGERS 
250 for $209.80 DH0BSA0T

PRESENTATION FOLDERS 
100 for $427  FPFM20C

CAPTIVATING PRINT
Print is powerful. It stimulates the 
senses and captivates the mind. Create a 
compelling message to post on a f lyer. Or 
rustle up a dapper piece of direct mail to 
help you generate a quick response.

Want to make a good impression? 
Use lavish stocks and finishes to  
really stand out.

OPULEAF LUXE BUSINESS CARDS 
16pt matt laminated, gold foil front 

250 from $96  BCLG4T



STYLISHLY SENT
“It ain’t what you send, it’s the way 
that you send it.” OK, whilst that is 
not exactly true, HOW your package, 
letter, or goody box arrives, does 
really matter. So go ahead and brand 
a bland box, add a finishing touch, 
or simply send off in style.

STICKERS   
250 from $87.56  SK7U00T
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Get prices, book a call or order at 
www.nettl.com

The small print: Prices correct July 2022 and are subject to 
change. They exclude sales tax, delivery and design. See full 
product specifications online. Participating studios only. 


